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Red Marble Games Releases Fairy Treasure For The Mac
Published on 09/06/07
Popular Mac-only game publisher, Red Marble Games, today announced the release of Fairy
Treasure, an addicting breakout-style game ported from the PC platform to the Mac.
BOSTON, MA – September 6, 2007 – Popular Mac-only game publisher, Red Marble Games,
today announced the release of Fairy Treasure, an addicting breakout-style game ported
from the PC platform to the Mac. Fairy Treasure takes players on an adventure against an
evil, greedy troll that has stolen great treasure from the Kingdom of Trollandia and has
carefully guarded it in his cave ever since. As players work to recapture the treasure,
they travel along the Fairy River on a magic raft, and in more than 120 exciting levels,
struggle against hags, goblins and other evil wills that guard the river paths. "Fairy
Treasure is an exceedingly popular game on the PC platform," said Mark Batten, founder and
CEO of Red Marble Games. "We're proud to be the publisher that's bringing such a
compelling title to Mac game players around the world."
Features of Fairy Treasure include:
- Interesting magic fairytale theme with a consistently compelling story,
- Over 120 levels of brick-busting adventure and fun,
- Gorgeous theme-inspired graphics and music throughout,
- New, fun bricks and amazing power-ups never before seen,
- Three challenging difficulty levels,
- Automatically saves player progress, profiles, and high score.
Priced at only $19.95 (USD), Fairy Treasure is a Universal Mac OS X application that
requires Mac OS X 10.3.9 or better, and is available for immediate download directly from
Red Marble Games' website at www.redmarblegames.com/fairytreasure.html.
Custom screenshots and review copies are available by contacting
support@redmarblegames.com.
Red Marble Games Website:
http://www.redmarblegames.com
Fairy Treasure URL:
http://www.redmarblegames.com/fairytreasure.html
Direct Download Link:
http://www.redmarblegames.com/fairytreasure.html
Purchase Link:
http://www.redmarblegames.com/fairytreasure.html

About Red Marble Games:
Founded in 2002 by Mark Batten, renowned game publisher Red Marble Games came about
with
the idea of bringing great independent games, originally developed for the Windows
platform, over to the Mac. In one form or another, Mac games have always been a passion of
Batten’s, and by focusing on porting and publishing rather than on original development,
Red Marble Games is able to make a broader array of high quality titles available for Mac
people to enjoy.
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Red Marble Games is proud to be a Mac-only company, and focuses on bringing Mac users
games that are easy to learn and fun to play over and over again. Most all of Red Marble
Games’ titles are intended to appeal to the whole family.
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